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Measurable Goal: By 3/11/11 Jane will solve double digit addition and subtraction problems 
with regrouping and borrowing accurately 8 out of 10 problems for three consecutive trials 
without Touch Math dots.  

 
Benchmarks: 

1. By 6/23/10, Jane will use teacher given Touch Math equations to solve double digit 
addition and subtraction problems with box for visual reminder of regrouping and 
borrowing accurately 8 out of 10 problems for three consecutive trials as 
measured by student work.  

 

 Teacher will present student with worksheets from Touch Math program. Worksheets 
will be chosen that provide student with visual cues for regrouping and carrying. 
Student will be taught to cross out the number in the tens column replacing it with its 
preceding number in the box presented above the equation, before placing a 1 in front 
of the number in the ones column. The student will then be guided through solving the 
equation using Touch Math counting.  

 Teacher will decrease assistance and cues as student becomes more independent.  

 When student solves 80% of equations accurately and independently over 3 consecutives trials 
the next step may begin.  
 

 
2. By 10/15/10, Jane will independently add Touch Math dots to an equation to solve 

double digit addition and subtraction problems with box for visual reminder of 
regrouping and borrowing accurately 8 out of 10 problems for three consecutive 
trials as measured by student work.   
 

 Student will be given similar equations but now the numbers will be without Touch 
Math dots. Students will initially be provided a separate visual aide to remind her where 
Touch Math dots can be placed to assist in counting. 

 Problems will be presented as all addition or all subtraction at this time.  

 Visual for Touch Math dots should be faded and student encouraged to find 
independence. 

 Boxes providing visual reminder to regroup and carry will remain. 

 When student solves 80% of equations accurately and independently over 3 consecutives trials 
the next step may begin.  

 
 
 
 



3. By 1/5/11, Jane will independently add Touch Math dots to an equation to solve 
double digit addition and subtraction problems without box for visual reminder of 
regrouping and borrowing accurately 8 out of 10 problems for three consecutive 
trials as measured by student work. 

 

 Student will be given similar equations but now Touch Math dots and the carry/regroup 
box will not absent. Student will be encouraged to draw a carry/regroup box herself and 
use Touch Math procedures to solve equation. 

 Problems will be presented as all addition or all subtraction at this time. 

 When student solves 80% of equations accurately and independently over 3 consecutives trials 
the next step may begin.  
 
4. By 3/11/10 Jane will solve mixed double digit addition and subtraction problems 

with regrouping and borrowing accurately 8 out of 10 problems for three 
consecutive trials without Touch Math dots as measured by student work.  
 

 Student will be provided with a worksheet of mixed addition and subtraction problems.  

 Student will be instructed to use a highlighter to note all addition problems while leaving 

subtraction problems unmarked.  

 Student will be encouraged to use learned Touch Math, carrying and regrouping skills to 

independently solve equations.  

 When student solves 80% of equations accurately and independently over 3 consecutives trials 

goal can be considered met.  

 

Measurable Goal: By 3/11/11, Jane will solve monetary equations using mixed coin values up 
to a dollar 4 out of 5 opportunities for three consecutive trials as measured by teacher 
collected data.  

 
  Picture 1      Picture 2 
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Benchmarks: 
1. By 6/23/11, Jane will use manipulatives to count individual (all nickels, all dimes, all 

quarters) coin values up to a dollar 4 out of 5 opportunities for three consecutive trials 
as measured by teacher collected data.  
 

 Teacher (or Para) will ask student to identify each coin (penny, nickel, dime, quarter) 
and record whether student can identify coin and its value.  

 Student will then be given a hand full of change and a visual with a picture and value for 
each coin. Student will sort coins onto into piles on top of visual aid. This will be done several 
times until student can identify and sort with independence. 

 Then student will sort coins into piles and the teacher will help student to count each 
pile aloud 5, 10, 15, 20… 95, a dollar. Teacher will then repeat the same activity with 
dimes, quarters and pennies.  

 Teacher should present in a sing-songy voice to aid students in memorization.  

 This activity should be performed for 5-10 minutes of 30 minute math time at least 
three times a week. On the last day of the week teacher should track student ability to 
complete tasks independently and begin to build data points.  

 Worksheets, puzzles( as shown above), workbooks (as shown above), folder activities 
and computer games should be used to reinforce lessons and build independence.  

 Once student begins to show understanding teacher should then begin to show student 
how coins can be combined by adding a penny to two quarters and showing the student 
that they now have 51 cents. This will begin to introduce the student to the next step.  

 When student can independently count single coin values 4 out of 5 times over three 
consecutive trials we will move on to the next step. 

 
 

2. By 10/15/10, Jane will use manipulatives to count mixed coin values with up to three 
different coins, up to a dollar 4 out of 5 opportunities for three consecutive trials as 
measured by teacher collected data.  
 

 Student will be again be given a handful of change totaling up to a dollar beginning with 
two different coins at one time, eventually graduating to up to three different coins at 
once.  

 Student will again identify and group the coins. Student and teacher will then skip count 
using coins with highest value first. 

 Teacher should start with easy to add values such as 2 quarters and 2 dimes gradually 
increasing difficulty to values with more challenge such as 1 quarter, two dimes and a 
nickel. 

 Teacher should start with easy to add values such as 2 quarters and 2 dimes gradually 
increasing difficulty to values with more challenge such as 1 quarter, two dimes and a 
nickel. It should be noted that most student are familiar with skip counting by ten but 
may become confused when they are expected to add dimes to a quarter 25, 35, 45 etc.  

 As student becomes proficient teacher will fade verbal cues/assistance.  



 Repetition and using sing song voice may be helpful to student.  

 This can again be practiced for 5-10 minutes several times a week with increasing 
difficulty.  

 In addition the red puzzle on the far left in Picture 1, above can be used to provide 
student with independent practice. The activities on the top left and top center of 
picture 2 should also be used.  

 Similar folder activities and computer games should be considered to reinforce concepts 
as student independence allows.  

 When student can independently count multiple coin values 4 out of 5 times over three 
consecutive trials we will move on to the next step. 

 
 

3. By 1/15/10, Jane will use manipulatives paired with visuals to count mixed coin values 
with up to four different coins up to a dollar to solve monetary equations 4 out of 5 
opportunities for three consecutive trials as measured by teacher collected data.  
 

 Teacher will begin to give student worksheets with money problems. Worksheets may 
include worksheets as attached. Students will match up coin manipulatives with coin 
visuals on worksheet and count aloud. Student will write her answer on the answer line.  

 Puzzles (as shown above in picture 1), workbooks (as shown above in picture 2), folder 
activities and computer games should be used to reinforce lessons and build 
independence.  

 When student scores 80% or better on three consecutive trials the next step can begin.  
 
 

4. By 3/11/11, Jane will solve monetary equations with visuals or manipulatives (but not 
both) of mixed coin values up to a dollar 4 out of 5 opportunities for three consecutive 
trials as measured by teacher collected data.  
 

 Teacher will provide worksheets with money problems but without coin manipulatives. 
Student will count coin values and write correct answer. 

 Teacher will provide a handful of mixed coins totaling up to a dollar and student will 
count aloud.  

 Various learning tools should continue to be used as above.  

 When student can provide correct coin amount 4 out 5 varying (written, oral statement 
etc) opportunities over 3 separate trials goal is considered mastered.  

 

 
 
 



Measurable Goal: By 3/11/11 Jane will increase reading comprehension skills to at least 80% 
accuracy when given a grade level passage, 4 out of 5 opportunities, as measured by teacher 
collected data.  
 
Benchmarks: 

1. By 6/23/10, using teacher assisted reading and picture prompts Jane will identify the 
main topic of a passage 4 out of 5 opportunities as measured by teacher collected 
data. 
 

 Using an illustrated passage at Primer and Pre-Primer level, teacher will encourage and 
assist student to determine the main topic of the passage. Student will be guided to find 
key words and use picture to assist if necessary. 

 Who, What, Where questions will be used to help the student identify the main topic. 

 If student is having difficulty teacher will provide choices using visuals. A picture will be 
paired with written word to help student identify main topic. If the main topic of the 
story is a dolphin than student should be provided with a picture of a dolphin, a cookie 
and a pencil. Prompts should be less revealing over time to provide increased 
independence. An example using the same main topic would with graduated answer 
choices would be dolphin, shark, and fish.   

 
2. By 10/15/10, using teacher assisted reading and picture prompts Jane will identify the 

main topic of a passage and two supporting details 4 out of 5 opportunities as 
measured by teacher collected data. 
 

 Using an illustrated passage at Primer and Pre-Primer level, teacher will encourage and 
assist student to determine the main topic of the passage. Student will be guided to find 
key words and use picture to assist if necessary. 

 Who, What, Where questions will be used to help the student identify the main topic 
and two supporting questions. 

 Student should be choices and aides as stated above to help her conclude the main 
topic and two supporting details.  

 
3. By 1/15/11 using teacher assisted reading Jane will identify the main topic of a 

passage 4 out of 5 opportunities without picture prompts as measured by teacher 
collected data. 
 

 Using a passage at Primer level, teacher will encourage and assist student to determine 
the main topic of the passage. Student will be guided to find key words. 

 Who, What, Where questions will be used to help the student identify the main topic. 

 Student should be choices as stated above but pictures should be eliminated and only 
written and spoken word choices should be presented to find main topic of passage. 

 
 



4. By 3/11/10 using teacher assisted reading Jane will identify the main topic of a 
passage and two supporting details 4 out of 5 opportunities without picture prompts 
as measured by teacher collected data.  
 

 Using a passage at Primer level, teacher will encourage and assist student to determine 
the main topic of the passage. Student will be guided to find key words. 

 Who, What, Where questions will be used to help the student identify the main topic. 

 Student should be choices as stated above but pictures should be eliminated and only 
written and spoken word choices should be presented to find main topic and two 
supporting details of passage. 

 

Measurable Goal: 
When given writing prompt Jane will fill out a word web including main topic and at least 
three supporting details with 80% accuracy, 4 out of 5 given opportunities, as measured by 
teacher observation. 
 
Benchmarks: 

1. By 6/23/10, Jane will identify the main topic of a prompt using picture cues 4 out of 5 
given opportunities as measured by collected data. Teacher will scribe one to two 
word answers in word web format and student will copy.  

 

 Using a passage at Primer and/or pre-primer level, teacher will encourage and assist 
student to determine the main topic of the passage. 

 Teacher will show student word web format and provide student with questions and 
pictures paired with words to assist in finding the main topic of the passage.  

 Student will complete word web with provided words and picture (may cut and paste in 
beginning) then write the word under the picture. 

 
2. By 10/15/10, Jane will identify the main topic and three supporting details of a 

prompt using picture cues 4 out of 5 given opportunities as measured by collected 
data. Teacher will scribe one to two word answers in word web format and student 
will copy. 

 

 Process as above but with supporting details.  

 See attached document example.  

 Start to stress student independence in determining topic and details as student starts 
to show mastery with aides. Begin to withhold pictures, encouraging student to find 
words independently before giving aides and assistance as needed.  

 
3. By 1/15/11, Jane will identify the main topic and three supporting details of a prompt 

without picture cues 4 out of 5 given opportunities as measured by collected data. 
Teacher will scribe one to two word answers in word web format and student will 
copy. 



 Teacher will read passage and help student to verbally define main topic without visual 
aide.  

 If student is unable to determine main topic and details teacher will guide student back 
to passage to determine main point and identify key words.  

 Student will then use those key words to fill in word web. Teacher may initially write the 
words for student to copy but should begin to encourage independence.  

 
 

4. By 3/11/10 Jane will identify the main topic and three supporting details of a prompt 

without picture cues 4 out of 5 given opportunities as measured by collected data. 

Student will scribe one to two word answers in word web format. 

 

 Continue process as above fading teacher prompts. Encourage student independence and begin 

to increase passage level if possible.  
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